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How to update a schema in cassandra
using liquibase I am new to cassandra. I
am trying to update a table I have
created in cassandra by making a change
to an input file that I made in liquibase. I
tried doing this: cqlsh -u test -p xxxx
update mytable set column1='foo' where
column2='bar'; I got this error: No row
found for SQL [UPDATE mytable SET
column1='foo' WHERE column2='bar'];
-> ["No row found for SQL [UPDATE
mytable SET column1='foo' WHERE
column2='bar'];"] I went to edit the
liquibase.properties file and added some
data to the cassandra.keyspace.table
property:
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cassandra.keyspace.table=mytable Now
when I do this it doesn't tell me there is
no row found but it says there was an
error trying to get the next object row. If
I do a select from mytable it does show
me that there is an object there. I just
don't know how to update it. Am I right
to be doing this? Is there a place where I
am supposed to go and update the
schema? Do I need to do this after I have
completed my liquibase config? A:
Liquibase does not really support
schemas. There is a ticket to do that, but
it does not seem to be taken too seriously
yet. So, you just do not have a schema
that is fine. You have a table, and a
cassandra table does not have a schema.
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The fix is to do two things : Either create
the table with 3e33713323
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